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DIRECTOR'S NOTE OF INTENT

Ideological orgasm or social trauma, depending on whom you’re talking to, the Thatcher years
are, nevertheless, years of permanent clashes. From the very beginning, the ambition of this
documentary film had been to combine today’s historical perspectives, more or less freed from
this extreme polarisation, with the most direct possible perception of how it has been like to
live through it. It has never been only about working with the strictly political archives, but
also those that convey the flabbergasting fury of this era – historians, close advisers of
Thatcher and closest opponents, artists and activists. It also was about giving the prominence
it deserves to punk rock, a cultural movement that probably told the tale of this fury better
than any other. And it was also about showing the sudden and brutal evolutions of the 1980s
beyond Thatcher, nurturing the Thatcherite policies or sometimes completely escaping the
Thatcherites, as, for instance, the surge of new technologies and of global finance. It was of
course crucial to give the editing a certain rythm and style in tune with the speed and extent of
those unexpected disruptions.

In making this film, the intention never was to craft a classical history documentary, nor was it
to produce a pop culture one. The goal has always been to search for and finetune the
narration and tone that would hopefully permit us to remain on this electrified, in-between
line, evocative of —and true to— the Thatcher years. On the frontline of all clashes, trying to
bring back livingly the colours and memories of those violent political and social explosions.
Fragments of which, to this day, seem to never stop falling upon us.
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Why did a politician trigger so much hatred, to the point that people did go out
and party in the streets to celebrate her death? Unleashing violent passions
with quite possibly no equivalent in the history of Western democracies. Was it
solely due to the astonishingly brutal character of the Iron Lady and to her
pioneering implementation of neoliberal policies, with the devastating social
consequences we’re all somewhat familiar with, or did, say, misogyny also
played an important part in it? And considering all this, how did Margaret
Thatcher yet manage to remain leader of her party for more than sixteen years,
and leader of the British government for almost twelve? 

Did people actually appreciate her more than they were comfortable with
publicly admitting?… Were there some external factors too? And finally, what
was the price to pay for the Thatcher decade? Obviously by the United Kingdom
first and foremost, but also, may be, by the whole world?

YS N o P S I S
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Until recently, the historiography of the Thatcher years
had a hard time producing satisfactory answers to those
questions, as most academics themselves had been
direct witnesses of this era of great disruptions, divided
— as much as British society as a whole was — between
two irreconcilable sides: Thatcher the Witch or Thatcher
the Saviour. Yes, with that much scientific subtlety.
Thankfully, nowadays, a younger generation manages to
take a little bit of the heat out of the study of this
inflammatory period. And thus shed a refreshing, more
informative light on it. Those historians provide the
foundations and structure to this documentary film.

But Archive footage and songs from this period,
probably even more than the interviews — however
smart those interviewed people can be — are what
really helps understand what happened then. And
how the hell it could have happened in this rather
insane way. As Margaret Thatcher’s biographer
Charles Moore says at some point in the film: “it’s
quite hard to imagine today how fierce some of
those conflicts were.”
It is. And yet, like it or not, we’re still experiencing
the aftermath of the Thatcher years, which is why it
is so vital to reflect back on them.

 Clearly: Thatcher’s not dead.
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Florence Sutcliffe-Braithwaite is a historian of 20th century Britain at University College London. Her research focus on political and
popular ideas about class in England. She explains the clear regional distribution of pro-Thatcher votes and effects of Thatcherite
policies. She also studies women’s activism during the miners’ strike of 1984-85, and the precise construction of the Margaret
Thatcher character as a woman and a “no-nonsense” “housewife”, as women were then usually portrayed in the Conservative Party.

Charles Moore is the authorised biographer chosen by Margaret Thatcher, a member of the House of Lords and, as the former
editor of The Daily Telegraph and The Spectator, can’t be suspected of being anything near non-partisan. Yet, he’s quite surprisingly
distanced and analytical in this film, taking his biographer role very seriously indeed. Nobody has spent more time interviewing
Margaret Thatcher or has written more pages about her. He thus gives here enlightening insights into the inside mechanics of power.

Andrew Gamble is a political scientist at the University of Sheffield, and a founding member and director of its Political Economy
Research Centre. His research focus on the analysis of the politics of recession and capitalist crises. He’s a former member of the
British Communist Party and helped forge the term “Thatcherism”. We can safely say he’s not a fan. He explains which part of the
electorate Margaret Thatcher was actually aiming at, rightly or wrongly, and who she thought of as being her idealised representation
of “the people”.

PS E K E R SA
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David Waddington is Professor of Communications and Head of the Communication & Computing Research Centre at Sheffield
University. His research focus on public disorder and the policing of riots. He is both a researcher and a witness to the miners’ strike of
1984-85, and in particular to the violent event of the infamous “battle of Orgreave” in June 1984. He explains how the Thatcher
government meticulously prepared for a miners’ strike, giving us what we could call today a tutorial on how a government can break a
national strike with a perfect trap.

Betty Cook and Anne Scargill are activists and founding members of the WAPC, Women Against Pit Closures, the movement that pulled
miners’ wives into the strike and, beyond the goal of the strike itself, helped them emancipate themselves empower themselves and
realise the talents they had, making it one of the most iconic moments in the history of feminism among the working class. Anne is the
former wife of Arthur Scargill, the president of the National Union of Mineworkers, who led the strike. On the day of Thatcher’s death,
those tasteful Iron Ladies of the working class danced on her symbolic ashes.

Charles Powell certainly disapproves of Betty and Anne’s behaviour, as former private secretary and main advisor to Margaret Thatcher.
His take gives the film the cold, realpolitik view of the closest and most influential player who has been in the very much closed circle
from 1983 to the very end, in 1990. Since then he’s been on the board of LVMH and is quite impeccably dressed.

Patrick Minford is a macroeconomist at the Cardiff Business School, and the main architect of “Restart”, the Thatcher’s unemployment
reforms of 1986. He describes himself as an “old-fashioned Thatcherite, I’m afraid”. In his book, Richard Vinen describes Minford as “a
Thatcherite economic cheerleader with a taste for boldly implausible claims of statistical exactitude.” We can certainly say that every film
needs a comedy sidekick but, also, that he provides us with a fascinating inside look in Thatcherites’ brains and the way they make sense
of the world.
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Neil Kinnock was the leader of the opposition during most of the Thatcher years, before moving
on to be vice-President of the European Commission. Extremely frustrated by the failures of the
Labour Party to this day, he spends a considerable part of his later life reflecting on this era and
cracking nasty (yet very funny) jokes at her former arch-enemy.

Ken Loach, of course, is Ken Loach. Surprisingly enough, he didn’t enjoy the Thatcher years so
much. It’s not like it’s showing in his work and political life. He brings his first-hand experience of
the big social movements under Thatcher, as well as footage he himself shot during that period.

David Quantick is one of the great comedy writers of the UK. He contributed to the puppet show
Spitting Image under Thatcher, but he was also a journalist at the New Musical Express. As such,
he’s giving the film his anti-Thatcher, counter-cultural angle. Plus very good deadpan jokes as well,
obviously.

Will Self is a writer and a UK media darling, quite rightly. He was raised and educated in Finchley,
in the north of London, the constituency that had Margaret Thatcher as MP. He first met her in his
school class when she was Secretary of State for Education and Science, and when he was 14.
Rabid anti-Thatcherite once she became Prime Minister, with the benefit of hindsight, he gives the
film a cold, desperate look on how everybody did eventually play into Thatcher’s plans, even those
pretending to oppose her. Sadly explaining why, indeed, she could have remained in power so long
despite all the hatred and much romanticised left-wing activism.
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HAUTEVILLE PRODUCTIONS

 

Karina Si Ahmed, executive and creative producer of over 20 documentaries and new magazines. She was previously head
of documentaries at Flach Film Production from 2011 to 2017, producing films of international scope that were acquired by
networks and broadcasters across the world. 

The publisher Guillaume Allary ("the Arab of the Future" by Rias Sattouf, "Three Friends in Search of Wisdom" by Christophe
André, Alexandre Jollien & Matthieu Ricard), who was previously a director and producer of documentaries, with Roche
Productions among others.

Hauteville Productions is an independent documentary production company, born of a desire to make sense of the world,
favoring an auteur's approach. It was founded by : 

 
Deep Throat, when porn makes its premiere
Dorian Gray, a portrait of Oscar Wilde 
The Blob : a genius without a brain 

Other titles of Hauteville productions co-produced by ARTE
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